
Conclusion

The book buyers and lenders data set with 1500 respondents was conducted in a
region of Upper Austria using a two-stage cluster sampling design. The aim was to
invesigate in possible differences of people who only buy books in bookstores and
people who mostly borrow books in local public libraries like in the Fechila readers
center [fechila, 2013].

It has been shown that independently from age, gender, education level and occu-
pation the group of booksellers buys mostly books to support their own direction of
thought and aptitude of interest. Moreover, this is also true when books have been
bought as a gift to others. Again the own liking determines the choice of books (this
hypothesis is not significant for cheap soft-cover books only).

In contrary, the group of people who mostly borrow books from local public
libraries behaves quite different. This was already partly shown by Lance and Hof-
schire [2011] for the US market, but we gone some steps further. The differences
become best visible with a principal component analysis of the most important in-
dicators. The indicators open minded, spontaneuos and versatility can be positively
assigned to the group of book borrowers while, for example, the indicator lack of
interest is connected with the people who only buy books (see Figure 2). It can be
shown that the people who borrows books from public libraries lean also books that
are not on their main direction of thought and aptitude of interest.

Future work is to conduct a second larger study to scientifically proof the hypoth-
esis that public libraries contribute to a more open and broader education, and to
analysis the impact of public libraries in community building [shown by Scott, 2011,
for the US market] and effect of opening hours [see, e.g., Loynes and Proctor, 2011]
in Austrian, which was not in main focus of this work.
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Figure 1: Bar charts on main indicators. Error bars are added to visualise the un-
certainty of results.

Figure 2: Pricipal component analysis of the main indicators.
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